3 GENERATIONS OF GUITAR MAKING

IN 1968 B.C. RICH WAS ESTABLISHED, BERNARDO CHAVEZ RICO FOUNDER OF B.C. RICH GUITAR COMPANY DESIGNED THE FIRST HEEL-LESS NECK-THRU GUITAR. THIS TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION WAS DUBBED THE "TOTAL ACCESS 24 FRET HELLP-LESS NECK-THRU". TO THIS DAY IT HAS BECOME SYNONYMOUS AS AN INDUSTRY STANDARD AND TECHNIQUE FOR INDUSTRY MANUFACTURERS.

BEFORE INTRODUCING HIS FIRST ELECTRIC GUITAR IN 1972, BERNIE WAS BUILDING CLASSICAL AND FLAMENCO GUITARS FOR SOME OF THE MOST CELEBRATED FLAMENCO AND CLASSICAL GUITAR PLAYERS IN THE WORLD.


WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT THESE GUITARS ARE AVAILABLE ONCE AGAIN. BERNIE RICO AND HIS SON BERNIE RICO JR., ALONG WITH THEIR GREAT CRAFTSMEN ARE BUILDING THE SAME B.C. RICH ACOUSTIC GUITARS THAT WERE BUILT BACK IN 1968.

BERNIE'S FATHER "BERNARDO MASON RICO" MASTER OF GUITAR (DECEASED) HAS BEEN THE DRIVING FORCE AND INFLUENCE IN BERNIE'S GUITAR MAKING CAREER. AS BERNIE'S FATHER ALWAYS SAID, "IF YOUR GOING TO MAKE SOMETHING, MAKE IT WITH THE UPMOST QUALITY! BECAUSE QUALITY IS LONGEVITY".

THIS PHILOSOPHY IS BY WHICH ALL B.C. RICH GUITARS ARE BUILT TODAY BY BERNIE RICO SR., AND HIS SON'S BERNIE JR., AND JOEY.
B.C. RICH GUITARS

SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES 1995

GUNSLINGER ........................................ LIST $999.00
ALDER WOOD BODY • MAPLE NECK • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 • AT BUTT 2 3/16 • SCALE 25 1/2 • 22 NICKEL SILVER Frets Bridge Floyd Rose Licensed Tremolo • ELECTRONICS, 1 VOLUME • PICKUPS, 1 HUMBUCKER • COLORS: BLACK, RED, WHITE, PURPLE, POWER BLUE, YELLOW • CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

GUNSLINGER 2 ...................................... LIST $1099.00
SAME AS GUNSLINGER EXCEPT MODEL FEATURES • PICKUPS 2 HUMBUCKER • ELECTRONICS 1 VOLUME, 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH

WARLOCK, MOCKINGBIRD, IRONBIRD BOLT ON NECK STANDARD ........................................ LIST $1099.00
ALDER WOOD BODY • MAPLE NECK • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 AND 2 3/16 AT BUTT SCALE 25 1/2 INCHES • Frets 22 NICKEL SILVER • PICKUPS 2 HUMBUCKER • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME • 1 TONE • 3 WAY SELECTOR • FLOYD ROSE LICENSE TREMOLO OR QUADIMATIC FIXED • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH • COLORS: TRANSLUCENT COLORS • RED, BLUE, EMERALD GREEN, PAGON GOLD

ST-2001 .................................................. LIST $1299.00
MAHOGANY WOOD BODY WITH 1/4 QUiltED OR FLAME MAPLE TOP • NECK, EASTERN HARD ROCK MAPLE • MAPLE FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 INCHES AND 2 3/16 AT BUTT • SCALE 25 1/2 INCHES • Frets 22 NICKEL SILVER • 2 DIMARZIO HUMBUCKER PICKUPS • AVAILABLE FLOYD ROSE LICENSE TREMOLO OR QUADIMATIC BRIDGE • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH • COLORS: BLACK, RED, WHITE, PURPLE, BLUE, TURQUOISE • CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

ASSASSIN BOLT ON STANDARD .................. LIST $1299.00
Bodies Select Alder Eastern Hard Rock Maple • Neck Eastern Hard Rock Maple • Ebony Fingerboard • Inlays Mother of Pearl Blade Inlays Pearl Width at Nut at 1 1/16 at But 2 1/4 • Frets 24 Nickel Silver • Pickups 2 Dimarzio Humbucker • Electronics 2 Volume 1 Tone 3 Way Selector Switch • Bridge Available Floyd Rose License Tremolo or B.C. Rich Quadimatic Fixed • Electronics 1 Single Coil at Neck Position 2 Volume 1 Tone 3 Way Selector Switch • COLORS: BLACK, RED, WHITE, PURPLE, BLUE, TURQUOISE, CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

ASSASSIN MMT ........................................ LIST $1499.00
AAA Select Quilted or Flame Maple Top Molded • Over Arm Contour on Select • Alder or Mahogany • Wood Neck Eastern Hard Rock Maple (Quarter Sawn) Hand Rubbed Oil • Scale 25 1/2 Inches • Width at Nut 1 1/16 at But 2 1/4 • Bridge Floyd Rose License Tremolo or Quadimatic Fixed (Wilkenson Tremolo Optional)

THIS MODEL AVAILABLE IN THREE DIFFERENT PICKUP CONFIGURATIONS
1. 2 HIGH OUTPUT HUMBUCKERS, 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH
2. 3 VINTAGE SINGLE COIL PICKUPS, 3 MINI SWITCHES ON • OFF 2 VOLUME 1 TONE
3. 1 HUMBUCKER 1 SINGLE COIL, 2 MINI SELECT SWITCHES ON • OFF 2 VOLUME 1 TONE
4. 1 HUMBUCKER 2 SINGLE COIL PICKUPS OPTIONAL
COLORS: TRANSLUCENT RED, BLUE, EMERALD GREEN, PAGON GOLD

IGNITOR BOLT ON NECK .......................... LIST $1199.00
BOLT ON NECK • WOOD BODY SELECT ALDER • WOOD NECK EASTERN HARD ROCK MAPLE • FINGERBOARD EBONY • WIDTH AT NUT 1 11/16 AT BUTT 2 1/4 • Frets 24 Nickel Silver • Pickups 2 Dimarzio Humbucker • Electronics 2 Volume 1 Tone 3 Way Selector Switch • Bridge Available Floyd Rose License Tremolo or B.C. Rich Quadimatic Fixed • HARDWARE CHROME • COLORS: BLACK, RED, WHITE, PURPLE • CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

SEAGUL "WOODIE" JR. .................. LIST $999.00
AVAILABLE ONLY WITH B.C. RICH QUADIMATIC FIXED BRIDGE, THROE ON SIDE, HEAD STOCK WITH MOTHER OF PEARL LOGO • WOOD BODY MAHOGANY • WOOD NECK EASTERN HARD ROCK MAPLE • FINGERBOARD ROSEWOOD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 AT BUTT 2 3/16 • SCALE 24 5/8 INCHES • Frets 22 Nickel Silver • PICKUPS 2 DIMARZIO HUMBUCKER • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH • HARDWARE CHROME • COLORS: DIMARZIO CREME, BLACK, WHITE, PORCHE RED, BLUE, TRANSLUCENT CHERRY RED

ASSASSIN SEMI HOLLOW BODY GUITAR .................. LIST $1499.00
MAHOGANY WOOD BODY BACK AND SIDES QUiltED MAPLE TOP • EBONY FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 11/16 • SCALE 25 1/5 INCHES • Frets 24 Nickel Silver • PICKUPS 2 DIMARZIO HUMBUCKER • BRIDGE • B.C. RICH QUADIMATIC FIXED • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH • COLORS: TRANSLUCENT CHERRY RED, TRANSLUCENT BLUE, EMERALD GREEN, TRANSLUCENT PAGON GOLD

MOCKINGBIRD SEMI HOLLOW BODY GUITAR .................. LIST $1399.00
WOD BODY MAHOGANY BACK AND SIDES • QUiltED MAPLE TOP • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • SCALE 24 5/8 INCHES • DIMARZIO HUMBUCKER PICKUPS • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH • BRIDGE B.C. RICH QUADIMATIC • COLORS: TRANSLUCENT CHERRY RED, TRANSLUCENT BLUE, TRANSLUCENT EMERALD GREEN, TRANSLUCENT PAGON GOLD, TRANSLUCENT CHERRY RED
MOCKINGBIRD WARLOCK BICH BASS .............................. LIST $1199.00
WOOD MAPLE BODY • WOOD NECK EASTERN HARD ROCK MAPLE • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 AT BUTT 2 3/16 • SCALE 34 INCHES
FRETS 22 NICKLE SILVER PICKUPS • 2 HIGH OUTPUT DIMARZIO P&J COMBINATION • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH
COLORS: BLACK, RED, WHITE, WINE PURPLE • CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

IRONBIRD BASS ...................................................... LIST $1299.00
WOOD MAPLE BODY • WOOD NECK EASTERN HARD ROCK MAPLE • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 AT BUTT 2 3/16 • SCALE 34 INCHES
FRETS 22 NICKLE SILVER • PICKUPS 2 HIGH OUTPUT DIMARZIO P&J COMBINATION • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH
COLORS: BLACK, WHITE, RED • CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

GUNSLINGER BASS ................................................... LIST $999.00
WOOD BODY A • WOOD NECK EASTERN HARD ROCK MAPLE • FINGERBOARD ROSEWOOD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/16 AT BUTT 2 3/16 • FRETS 22 NICKLE SILVER
• PICKUPS 1 DIMARZIO HIGH OUTPUT BASS • ELECTRONICS 1 VOLUME 1 TONE • COLORS: WHITE, RED, BLACK, TURQUOISE, GUN METALIC GREY
CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

WAVE BASS .......................................................... LIST $1299.00
WOOD BODY ASH • WOOD NECK EASTERN HARD ROCK MAPLE • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 AT BUTT 2 3/16 • SCALE 34 INCHES
FRETS 22 NICKLE SILVER PICKUPS • 2 HIGH OUTPUT BRIDGE DIMARZIO AND P&J COMBINATION • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH
COLORS: BLACK, WHITE, TURQUOISE, SUNBURST • CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

THERE ARE MANY VARIATIONS AND OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR THESE GUITARS AND BASSES.
PLEASE REFER TO OUR CUSTOM SHOP OPTIONS SHEET.

B. C. RICH AMERICAN MADE NECK THRU SERIES
SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICE LIST
JANUARY 1995

WARLOCK MOCKINGBIRD BICH IRONBIRD GUITAR STANDARD .............................. LIST $1399.00
MOHAGANY WOOD NECK AND CENTER ALDER BODY WINGS • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 3/8 • AT BUTT 2 3/16 • 24 NICKLE SILVER FRETS
SCALE 24 5/8 INCHES • MOTHER OF PEARL DIAMOND INLAYS • 2 DIMARZIO HUMBUCKER PICKUPS • ELECTRONICS, 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 2 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH
BRIDGE AVAILABLE FLOYD ROSE LICENSE TREMLO OR B.C. RICH QUADAMATIC FIXED • HARDWARE CHROME • BLACK CHROME OPTIONAL
COLORS: BLACK, RED, WHITE, YELLOW, BLUE, CANDY COLORS OPTIONAL

IGNITOR GUITAR ..................................................... LIST $1399.00
WOOD MOHAGANY NECK AND CENTER • BODY WINGS ALDER • FINGERBOARD EBONY • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 SCALE 24 5/8 INCHES • FRET 24 NICKLE SILVER PICKUPS
2 DIMARZIO HUMBUCKER • ELECTRONICS SUPER DISTORTION AND P.A.F. 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY SELECTOR SWITCH
BRIDGE AVAILABLE FLOYD ROSE LICENSE TREMLO OR B.C. RICH QUADAMATIC FIXED • COLORS: BLACK, WHITE, RED

ASSASSIN MMT GUITAR .............................................. LIST $1699.00
WOOD, MOHAGANY NECK AND CENTER • BODY, MOHAGANY BODY WINGS • 1/4 MAPLE TOP MOLDED OVER ARM CONTOUR • EBONY FINGERBOARD
MOTHER OF PEARL, BLADE INLAYS • WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 • SCALE 25 1/2 INCHES • 2 DIMARZIO HUMBUCKER PICKUPS • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 1 TONE 3 WAY
SELECTOR SWITCH • BRIDGE AVAILABLE FLOYD ROSE LICENSE TREMLO OR B.C. RICH QUADAMATIC FIXED • WILKINSON TREMLO BRIDGE OPTIONAL
COLORS: TRANSLUCENT CHERRY RED, TRANSLUCENT EMERALD GREEN, TRANSLUCENT BLUE, TRANSLUCENT PAGAN GOLD

MOCKINGBIRD, BICH, EAGLE GUITAR SUPREME ................................. LIST $1899.00
WOOD QUILTED MAPLE OR KOA • EBONY • FINGERBOARD WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 INCHES • INLAY MOTHER OF PEARL OR ABALONE CLOUD
SCALE 2 4/5 INCHES • HARDWARE CHROME GOLD OR BLACK OPTIONAL • FRETS 24 NICKLE SILVER • 2 HUMBUCKER PICKUPS • ACTIVE ELECTRONICS
COLORS: NATURAL, TRANSLUCENT CHERRY RED, TRANSLUCENT BLUE, TRANSLUCENT ORANGE, TRANSLUCENT EMERALD, TRANSLUCENT PURPLE

MOCKINGBIRD, BICH, EAGLE STANDARD .................................. LIST $1599.00
SAME WOOD AND SPECS AS SUPREME MODELS EXCEPT, DIAMOND SHAPE INLAYS, NO BINDING OR ACTIVE ELECTRONICS
B.C. RICH AMERICAN MADE NECK THRU SERIES

BASSES

MOCKINGBIRD, BICH AND EAGLE SUPREME

LIST $1899.00

CENTER MAPLE WOOD • WOOD BODY WINGS MAPLE OR KOA • EBONY FINGERBOARD • FINGERBOARD BINDING AND HEADSTOCK "R" LOGO
WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 INCHES • INLAYS CLOUD • FRETST 24 NICKEL SILVER • PICKUPS DARRIOL HIGH OUTPUT P & J COMBINATION • ELECTRONICS FULLY ACTIVE
COLORS: NATURAL • RED • BLUE • EMERALD GREEN • PAGON GOLD • TRANSLUCENT FINISHES

WAVE BASS

LIST $1599.00

AVAILABLE IN SUPREME MODEL
CENTER MAPLE WOOD • HIGHLY QUILTED OR CURLY • MAPLE WOOD BODY WINGS • EBONY FINGERBOARD • WIDTH AT NUT 1 9/16 • FRETST 24 NICKEL SILVER
SCALE 34 INCHES • INLAYS CLOUD • PICKUPS DARRIOL HIGH OUTPUT P & J COMBINATION • ELECTRONICS 2 VOLUME 2 TONE PREAMP AND PREAMP VOLUME
COLORS: NATURAL • RED • BLUE • EMERALD GREEN • PAGON GOLD • TRANSLUCENT FINISHES

B.C. RICH

BERNIE C. RICO

HAND MAKE ACOUSTIC GUITARS

B30-C

LIST $1695.00

CUTAWAY SHAPE • VERY SELECT SPRUCE TOP • HIGHLY FIGURED QUILTED MAPLE BACK AND SIDES.
INLAID ABLONE SOUND HOLE • TURTLE COLOR BINDING • HERRING BONE PURLING
WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 INCHES
SCALE 25 1/2 INCHES
FINISH • TOP NATURAL
FINISH • BACK AND SIDES YELLOW TINT HIGH GLOSS

B35-D

LIST $1995.00

DREADNOUGHT SHAPE • THREE PIECE BACK • ROSEWOOD BACK AND SIDES. THE CENTER OF THE BACK OF THIS GUITAR IS FLAMED MAPLE.
HERRINGBONE INLAY AROUND SOUND HOLE AND PURPLING. BOUND EBONY FINGERBOARD AND HEADSTOCK • ABLONE CLOUD INLAY.
WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 INCHES
SCALE 25 1/2 INCHES
FINISH • NATURAL HIGH GLOSS

B41-C

LIST $2895.00

CUTAWAY SHAPE • AAA SELECT SPRUCE TOP • ROSEWOOD BACK AND SIDES. SOUND HOLE AND PURPLING INLAID WITH BEAUTIFUL GREEN ABLONE.
WHITE BOND EBONY FINGERBOARD • INLAID WITH ABLONE CLOUD INLAIS • BINDING ON HEADSTOCK WITH ABLONE GUITAR "R" INLAY
WIDTH AT NUT 1 5/8 INCHES
SCALE 25 1/2 INCHES
FINISH • NATURAL HIGH GLOSS

B41-D

LIST $2495.00

BASICALLY THE CUTAWAY SHAPE • AAA SELECT SPRUCE TOP • ROSEWOOD BACK AND SIDE FINGERBOARD.

B.C. RICH CUSTOM SHOP OPTIONS

PEARL OR CANDY FINISHES .................. $125.00
ALL SUNBURST FINISHES .................. $100.00
PAINT TO MATCH HEADSTOCK ............ $50.00
GRAPHICS .................................. P.O.R.*
BINDING ON FINGERBOARD ............... $50.00
BINDING ON HEADSTOCK ................. $35.00
REVERSE HEADSTOCK ..................... $50.00
EBONY FINGERBOARD ..................... $75.00
ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD ................. $40.00
AAA SELECT FLAME OR QUILTED MAPLE TOPS $300.00
SELECT KOA WOOD ....................... P.O.R.*
CUSTOM FRETBOARD INLAYS ............... $125.00
WILKINSON CONVERTIBLE TREMOLO ........ $150.00

FLOYD ROSE TREMOLO .................. $175.00
GOLD HARDWARE ........................ $100.00
BLACK HARDWARE ....................... $40.00
FULL ACTIVE ELECTRONICS ............. $200.00
SPLITTER SWITCH ....................... $40.00
PHASE SWITCH ......................... $40.00
PRE - AMP W/ PRE - SET VOLUME CONTROL $90.00
LEFT HAND GUITARS .................... N/C
DIMARZIO - EMG - SEYMOUR DUNCAN ....
OR BARTONINI PICKUPS .................. P.O.R.*

IF CUSTOM WORK IS DESIRED AND NOT SHOWN ON THIS CUSTOM LIST, PLEASE CALL OUR CUSTOM SHOP FOR PRICES!
PHONE (619) 965-1599 FAX (619) 966-1565
## IMPORT SERIES
### SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICE LIST
#### JANUARY 1995

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SILVER SERIES GUITARS</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>$399.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W10-T WARLOCK • IG10-T IRONBIRD • MG10-T MOCKINGBIRD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GS10-T GUNSLINGER</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>$369.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SILVER SERIES SPEC'S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMINATED ALDER BODY • MAPLE WOOD NECK • MAPLE FINGERBOARD • 25 Frets • 2 HUMBUCKER • VINTAGE STYLE TREMOLO • CHROME HARDWARE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS: BLACK • WHITE • RED • BLUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOLD SERIES GUITARS</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>$499.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W50-T WARLOCK • BG50-T BICH • MG50-T MOCKINGBIRD • GS50-T GUNSLINGER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| GOLD series SPEC'S |
| ALDER WOOD BODY • MAPLE WOODNECK • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • 24 Frets • 2 POWER 2 HUMBUCKER PICKUPS • SINGLE LOCKING TREMOLO • BLACK HARDWARE |
| COLORS: BLACK • WHITE • RED • METALLIC RED • TRANSLUCENT BLUE |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NJ SERIES GUITARS</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>$649.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W100-T • MG100-T • BG100-T • GS100-T</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| NJ series SPEC'S |
| MAPLE WOOD BODY • MAPLE WOOD NECK • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • 24 Frets FLOYD ROSE LICENSE TREMOLO • 2 POWER 2 HUMBUCKER PICKUPS |
| DIAMOND MOTHER • OF PEARL INLAY • BLACK HARDWARE |
| COLORS: BLACK • METALLIC RED • GLITTER ROCK WHITE • TRANSLUCENT BLUE |
| TRANSLUCENT RED |

| MG100 MOCKINGBIRD • BG100 BICH • W100 WARLOCK |
| SPEC'S |
| SOLID MAPLE WOOD BODY • MAPLE NECK • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • 24 Frets • DIAMOND • SHAPE MOTHER OF PEARL INLAY • FIXED BRIDGE |
| 2 POWER 2 HUMBUCKER PICKUPS • CHROME HARDWARE |
| COLORS: BLACK • RED • WHITE • TOBACCO SUNBURST • TRANSLUCENT BLUE |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50 SERIES BASSES</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>$499.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IB50 IRONBIRD BASS • WB50 WARLOCK BASS • MB50 MOCKINGBIRD BASS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 50 SERIES SPEC'S |
| MAPLE WOOD BODY • MAPLE NECK • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • ROUND POSITION DOTS • 22 Frets • POWER 2 BASS STYLE PICKUPS • BLACK HARDWARE |
| COLORS: BLACK • METALLIC RED • GLITTER ROCK WHITE |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIAMOND SERIES BASSES</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>$649.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W100 WARLOCK BASS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB100 IRONBIRD BASS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GB100 GUNSLINGER BASS</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>$599.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOLID MAPLE BODY • MAPLE WOOD BODY • MAPLE NECK • ROSEWOOD FINGERBOARD • 24 Frets • DIAMOND SHAPED MOTHER OF PEARL INLAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 HIGH OUTPUT PICKUPS • P&amp;J COGNATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS: BLACK • WHITE • RED • TRANSLUCENT BLUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>